DAY 1: WEDNESDAY, 30 MAY 2007

9 – 10 a.m., Hall 15.1
Official opening of IT Profits and LinuxTag 2007 with Harald Wolf, Mayor and Senator for Economics, Technology and Women’s Affairs

10 – 10.45 a.m., Hall 15.1
Keynote: IT Profits Convention - Track Visions and Positions “Next Generation IT for Innovative Business Service Models”
with Jim Hagemann Snabe, Corporate Officer and Member of the Executive Council of SAP Group, US

10 – 11 a.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 1: Karlsruhe
Paper: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Public Administration, "The First Year of Linux Clients in Munich – Experiences and Successes"
with Florian Schliessl, LiMUX Project, City of Munich

10.45 – 11.30 a.m., Hall 15.1
Discussion: IT Profits Convention – Track: Visions and Positions "Open Source Software – A Danger to the Traditional Software Industry?"
with representatives of IBM, PSI, SAP and DIW Berlin

12.00 – 1 p.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 1: Karlsruhe
Discussion: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Public Administration, “Enter the Free Part of the City” – Discussion on the latest aspects of Linux use in the Land Berlin with representatives of the Berlin Senate, the Berlin provider of IT services ITDZ, the Berlin districts and others.

1.30 – 3 p.m., Hall 15.2, Conference hall 3: Berlin
with Steven Hand, University of Cambridge

2 – 2.20 p.m., Hall 15.1
Paper: IT Profits Convention – Track: E-Government "Germany Online - E-Government in Germany"
with Martin Schallbruch, IT Director at the Federal Ministry of the Interior

3 – 4 p.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 1: Karlsruhe
Paper: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Public Administration, “From Best Practice to Collaboration: European Public Administrations on their Way to OSS”
with Dr. Barbara Held, IDABC, General Directorate Information Society and Media, EU Commission

6 – 8 p.m., Hall 15.1
Ceremony: “Best Practice Award Berlin-Brandenburg 2007”
with the presentation of awards for outstanding achievements in the regional IT industry
**DAY 2: WEDNESDAY, 31 MAY 2007**

**9 – 10 a.m., Hall 15.1**  
Special event: Best Practice in Berlin-Brandenburg with 20 minute papers by the winners of the Best Practice Award Berlin-Brandenburg 2007

**10 – 10.30 a.m., Hall 15.1**  

**10.30 – 11.15 a.m., Hall 15.1**  
Discussion: IT Profits Conference – Track: Electronic Business “Does Germany Need a New Initiative for Small and Medium-Sized Businesses? - Expectations of the IT Industry” with Dr. Dieter Flämig, General Manager and Member of the Board of INFRANEU-Hauptverband e. V., and representatives of the IT Industry

**11 – 12 a.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 2: Stuttgart**  
Paper: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Open Source in Use, “Enterprise Samba in the City of Munich” with Dr. Johannes Loxen, SerNet GmbH

**12.00 – 1 p.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 2: Stuttgart**  

**1.30 – 3 p.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 2: Stuttgart**  

**1.30 – 3 p.m., Hall 14.2, Conference hall 5: Wiesbaden**  
Paper: FUDCon - Fedora Users and Developer Conference “Refurbishing ATA: New Development in FC7 HD Drivers” with Alan Cox, Linux kernel developer, Red Hat

**2 – 2.30 p.m., Hall 15.1**  
Joint calendar of events
for the press
Mai 30th – Juni 2nd 2007

2.30 – 3 p.m., Hall 15.1
Paper: IT Profits Convention – Track: Communication “Status Quo and Prospects for the Efficiency of Networks in the Capital and Surrounding Region” with Friedel Tischler, Director, Technical Infrastructure North East, T-Com

4 – 5 p.m., Hall 13, Forum
Discussion: LinuxTag Conference - Open Source Forum with Prof. Bernd Lutterbeck, TU Berlin; Dr. Pablo Mentzinis, BL Public Sector BITKOM; Martin Schallbruch, IT Director at the BMI; Dr. Rolf Theodor Schuster, Director IT Foreign Office

from 7 p.m., Umspannwerk (Kreuzberg)
Berlin Linux Night - Social Event of LinuxTag 2007 for exhibitors, visitors and the community
DAY 3: Friday, 1 JUNE 2007

1.30 - 3 p.m., Hall 12, Conference hall 2: Stuttgart
Paper: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Mobility Devices, “Gadgets from Nokia” with Quim Gil, Nokia

5 - 6 p.m., Hall 15.2, Conference hall 4: Kaiserslautern
Paper: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Mobility Devices, Hall 2 “A Sandbox for Every Application” with Gordon Hopper, Motorola

DAY 4, SATURDAY, 2 JUNE 2007

12.00 – 1 p.m., Hall 12; Conference hall 1: Karlsruhe
Paper: LinuxTag Conference – Track: Learning with Free Software “90,000 Installations of gnuLinEx in Extremadura” with César Gómez Martín, Junta de Extremadura